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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Dear Media partner! 
 

Hereby, we inform you that from November 20 to November 22, 2024, in Saint-Petersburg (Russia), within 
the frames of the annual Russian Robotics Week, the VI-th International Robotics Forum 2024 will be held.  The 
event is a unique and the only Russian platform demonstrating advanced robotic products, programming and 
control systems for high-tech equipment, including the use of artificial intelligence systems. Forum website: 
https://roboticsweek.ru/en/ Venue: Saint-Petersburg, PetroCongress congress center.  

Organizer – Non-commercial Association HiTech & engineering cluster “Creonomyca”. General partner - 
Concern R-Pro. Forum partners are leading domestic and international robotic companies. 

      The International Robotics Forum will include: 
a. Exhibition of robotic innovations; 
b. Conference on topical issues of robotics, automation, digitalization, seminars and workshops; 
c. Competitions among students in the Robotics Skills format in 5 competencies: Industrial robotics, Mobile 

robotics, Digital production, Unmanned aerial vehicles, Robotic welding. 
d. Joint sessions of vendors with representatives of companies implementing robotic innovations in their 

structures (Vendor’s Day). 
      The International Robotics Forum is the only event in Russia dedicated to all aspects of robotics (in 

mechanical engineering and metalworking, shipbuilding, car building, aerospace industry, oil and gas sector and 
offshore projects, machine tool building, instrument making and microelectronics, agriculture, construction, 
warehouse logistics and food production, textile and light industry, medicine and pharmaceuticals, 
entertainment industry, etc.). 

The Key topic: New Realities of the Russian Robotics Development: Challenges vs Opportunities.  
Special attention at the Forum will be given to the Exhibition of advanced robotic products and services. 

Participation in a specialized exhibition for robotic companies is a great opportunity to demonstrate their 
achievements, technical features, profitability and production efficiency, and to talk directly to the potential 
customers. 

International Robotics Forum annually gathers leading experts in order to develop a strategy for reforming 
the robotics market, introducing new approaches and technologies in this area, and establishing effective 
interaction and cooperation with friendly countries. In 2023, the event was attended by more than 1,000 people: 
representatives of more than 495 industrial enterprises and 42 educational institutions from 19 regions of Russia 
and 13 countries. In 2024, chief engineers and technical specialists of industrial enterprises, automation and 
digital transformation specialists, system integrators, software manufacturers for programming and controlling 
robots, technology parks and business incubators, representatives of government authorities, major research 
institutes, and investors are invited to participate in the Event. 

  
We have the honor to invite you to become a Media partner of the Russian Robotics Week and the VI-th 

International Robotics Forum-2024! The Organizing Committee offers the following opportunities: 
From Organizing Committee  

- Your logo on the Forum website,  
- Status of Media partner,   
- Accreditation of your specialists at the event,  
- Distribution of your paper materials at the event (up to 50 pieces).  

      From Media partner  
- Forum logo or advertising banner on your website,  
- Press- release and post release of the event,   
- Photo/video report about the event,  
- Interview with organizers and participants.   

 
You are welcome to send your partnership offer to the Organizing Committee of the Forum. 

We are looking forward to our mutually fruitful cooperation! 
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